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What is the split payment mechanism?

VAT invoice

Net value

VAT amount

Supplier’s
settlement bank 
account

Supplier’s VAT bank 
account

The essence of the split payment mechanism is based on a
division of payment for delivered goods/ rendered services
into two separate parts (VAT amount and net amount) and
is transferred to two separate bank accounts (settlements
account and VAT account); Possibility of disposing funds
collected of VAT account is limited for the taxpayer
(supplier). • The split payment mechanism was introduced in 2014 in Italy with regard to supplies realised for the public 

sector (mandatorymechanism, preceded by obtaining EC consent, recently extended for another 3 years, 
financial sanctions for omitting application of the mechanism).

• In Poland it is proposed to implement the split payment mechanism in a voluntary form (taxpayers can but do not have to apply the split payment mechanism) 
and automatic form (technical aspects of payments division will be handled by banks and not by taxpayers).

• The mechanism is to be applied only for transactions between VAT taxpayers and only with respect to previously reveiced invoices.

• The split payment mechanism was just implemented in Romania (from October 2017 in voluntary option
and from January 2018 as an obligation, lack of EC consent, financial sanctions for omitting application of 
the mechanism).

• Currently it is proposed to implement the split payment mechanism in Poland in a voluntary and automatic 
form starting from July 2018 (reflecting the European trend, important role of banks in handling the 
mechanism).

Forms of the split paymentmechanism

Mandatory (entrepreneur is
obliged to apply the 

mechanism under the threat
of sanctions) 

Voluntary (entrepreneur
decides whether to apply the 

mechanism or not)

Automatic (entrepreneur does
one bank transfer which is
subsequently divided in a 

banking system)

Manual (entrepreneur does
two separate bank transfers to 
different bank accounts of a 

supplier)
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Payment for the purchase invoice can be performed with a special transfer notice.

Division of the gross amount into two payment streams

In the transfer notice a purchaser will indicate the following:

zł
Amount equal to full or partial VAT value resulting from an
invoice which is to be paid with the mechanism

Amount equal to full or partial value of gross sales, as well as

Invoice number paid with the mechanism,

Number under which a supplier or a service provider are
identified for tax purposes.

• The split payment mechanism (payment performer with special
transfer notice) will regard specific (received) purchase invoices.

• The issue of adopting transfer notice to batch transfers.

• Decision to be made by a taxpayer – which invoices are to be 
paid with the split payment mechanism application.

• Payment made within the split payment mechanism will regard specific
invoices.

• The key element for the split payment mechanism application will be a VAT 
bank account which will be used for collecting funds (VAT part) from clients
who paid their purchase invoices.

• Funds collected on a VAT bank account will be subject to a taxpayer’s limited
disposal (the account balance will be reported for financial and accounting
purposes).

The Public Treasury has relatively
high level of control over the funds
deposited on the VAT account.

Expected date of coming into force
– 1 July 2018
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• Banks should open corresponding VAT account to each settlement
(standard) bank account held by an entrepreneur.

• Opening the VAT account should not trigger any additional administrative
costs for entrepreneurs (lack of new agreements, lack of opening fees).

• VAT accounts will be opened for each separate settlements account. 
Provided that entrepreneur would like to open only one VAT account
corresponding with few settlements accounts (within one bank), proper
application in this respect should be filed. Nevertheless, in case an
entrepreneur has its settlements accounts in different banks, at least one 
VAT account should be opened in each bank.

• Bank should keep an entrepreneur informed about the balance on VAT 
account.

• For VAT accounts, no debit cards or similar payment means can be 
provided.

• Interest can be accounted on funds collected on the VAT account
according to the agreements between an entrepreneur and a bank; intrest
accounted on funds collected on the VAT account should be entered to the 
settlements account.

• Funds collected on the VAT account cannot be subject to seizure, 
enforcement or hedge unless these actions result from VAT arreaes (thus
funds collected on the VAT account can be seizured provided that the 
seizure results from VAT regulations).

Opening the account Operations on the account

• Operations on the VAT account are performed in PLN only.

• Funds from the VAT account should be, in specific:

• used to pay VAT amount resulting from purchase invoice (in only the 
invoice is paid in split payment mechanism),

• used to refund the value resulting from sales invoice (corrective
invoice),

• transferred between taxpayer’s different VAT accounts opened within
the same bank,

• used to pay VAT liability of VAT sanction.

• Operations involving VAT account use transfer notices (depending on the 
type of transfer, its descriptionmay differ and a VAT number of a 
recipient).

• No transfer within the split payment mechanism should be made unless the taxpayer
has an active VAT account.

• Transfer involving split payment mechanism for the benefit of a taxpayer who has no
VAT numer may turn out to be ineffective or will bring no advantages.

• Entrepreneurs may have a few VAT accounts (at least one in a bank where a settlement
account is opened).

• VAT accounts and split payment will not be effective for settlements performer in
foreign currencies.

Provided that there are no funds
collected on the VAT account and 
an entrepreneur uses a VAT 
transfer notice, the relevant

amount of VAT will be collected
from the settlement account.
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Funds collected on the VAT account can be used to pay for the purchase invoice.
This can be proceed by using a special transfer notice within the settlement
account.

Payment for the purchase invoice

Transfer notice

zł VAT value from the invoice (partial payments are possible)

Gross value from the invoice (partial payments are possible) 

Invoice number

VAT number of the supplier

Funds collected on the VAT account can be used to pay off a VAT liability (without a
transfer notice necessity).

Funds can be also disposed to pay VAT within intraCommunity acquisition of fuel by a
VAT payer. This can be fulfilled by a propoer transfer notice.

VAT liability payment

Transfer notice

zł VAT amount

Number of the document corresponding with the payment

Payer’s VAT number

Application of the transfer notice in 
the following scenarios creates
certain benefits for the taxpayer.

Entrepreneur (taxpayer) may apply for a VAT refund which will be deposited on a VAT
account.

In this scenario, the tax office will transfer the funds to the VAT account involving
special transfer notice.

VAT refund Transfer notice

zł Amount of VAT refunded

Period for which VAT is refunded

Entrepreneur’s VAT number (taxpayer)
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It will be possible to dispose funds collected on the VAT account by:

• their transfer to the other VAT account within the same bank (transfer notice),

• their transfer to the settlements account of an entrepreneur (basing on the
application filed to the tax office indicating the amount of funds to be
transferred).

Withdrawal of funds from the VAT account

Transitional provisions:

• Split payment mechanism can be applied after VAT amendment come into
force to invoices selected by a purchaser (invoiced issued from January
2018 can be settled with themechanism).

• In practice, split payment mechanism can be used to settle a liability for
which the payment is due after amendment come into force (lack of specific
transitional provisions).

• Application for a VAT refund for VAT account can be proceed only with
regard to a settlement period after amendment come into force.

Decision on transferring the funds to the settlements account within 60 days
after submitting the application.

Transfer to the settlements account will be based on a resolution of head of the
tax office (the resolution informs about the amount of funds to be transferred).
Resolution will be delivered to the entrepreneur and the bank (it is possible that
amount to be transferred is lower than the amount on the account in the
moment of receiving the resolution).

Refusal to transfer the funds will be made in the form of a decision. Refusal is
mandatory in case:

• taxpayer has VAT arrears (refusal decision in the amount up to current areas
and interest),

• in case of a concern about the lack of VAT liability settlement or a risk of
arrears/ sactions (constant lack of settling liabilities, sale of assets).
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Payment for the purchase invoice

• Payment with split payment mechanism application will result in presumption of 
acting in goods faith (questioning VAT deduction from such an invoice will be 
difficult)?

• Payment with split payment mechanism application eliminates the risk of joint and 
several liability provisions application as well as imposing VAT sanction.

• In case of a tax arrear resulting from a declaration in which 95% of invoices were paid
with split payment mechanism, no increased interest rates for arrears can be applied.

Potential benefits

If an entrepreneur knows that the invoice paid with split payment mechanism was (i) 
issued by non-existent entity or (ii) for services which were not actually rendered or (iii) 
those which cannot be subject to legally effective agreement or (iv) the values on the 
invoice do not reflect the real arrangements, no protection from joint and several liability
provisions of VAT sanction can be guaranteed.

Potential limitations

Liability payment

• In case of settling VAT liability fully from VAT account before the due date, the 
taxpayer is entitled to lower the amount of liability by the amount equal to the value of 
liability corresponding with National Bank of Poland reference rate and the numer of 
days before the deadline the liability was fulfilled.

Tax refund

• If an entrepreneur decides to apply for a VAT refund to the VAT account, the refund
will be transferred to the VAT account within 25 days after the application and 
declaration was submitted (subsequently, entrepreneur can dispose the funds on the 
VAT account).

If the amount of disclosed arrears doubles the amount of input VAT presented in a given
declaration, no relief from increased interest rates is provided.

Application of split payment
mechanism does not eliminates
all the business and tax risk for 

the entrepreneur.
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• Split payment mechanism application does not relieve from the obligation to verify a
counterparty; split payment mechanism application towards a counterparty which is
not registered for VAT purposes or provides invalid VAT number, does not provides
an entrepreneur with protection

• Split payment mechanism application will be limited only to the local transactions
settled in PLN; thus protection will not cover transactions settled in foreign currencies

• Split payment mechanism application does not provides with a full protection; tax
authorities will be still entitled to claim that entrepreneur knew that payment had
been made for the benefit of non-existent entity or for services which had not been
actually rendered

• Split payment mechanism application requires obtaining the invoice before the
transfer (lack of invoices prevents from applying split payment mechanism)

Tax inefficiency

• Split payment mechanism is to be applied to specific purchase invoices

• Supplier does not have actual control over the payment method chosed by the 
purchaser; thus purcharser’s decision may influence on supplier’s cash flow

• Detailed analysis of counterparties and concluded agreement with regard to split
payment mechanism application is recommended

Organisational inefficiency
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Pros Cons

• May lead to amendmets in accounting and tax internal procedures,
including shortening the deadlines for filing VAT declarations (additional
benefits for entities usually having output VAT surplus)

• May lead to limitation of VAT and penal fiscal risks

• May lead to revision and verification of counterparties (suppliers/
purchasers) in terms of tax and business risks

• May shorten VAT refund period and finance current company’s needs
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• May deteriorate company’s cash flow as well as may longer VAT refund
process (specifically in case of food processing companies)

• May limit financial flexibility (specifically important in case of seasonal or
irregular activity)

• May longer accounting and settling processes (payment after receiving an
invoice)

• May increase accounting and organisational costs

• May result in the necessity of purchase / sales procedures modification

• May influence on the limitation of VAT settlements risks as well as risk of a
dispute with tax authorities

• May influence on increase of company’s tax transparency (market
communication)

• May deteriorate relations with suppliers (especially with manufacturers with
limited risk of questioning their VAT settlements)

• May result in renegotiating agreements with counterparties (to address the
split payment mechanism issue, including settlement currency and the
number of invoices)

• May result in verification and renegotiation of financing terms

• May influence rules of cooperation of a given market
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• Choice of suppliers and invoices which should be subject to the split payment mechanism

• Identification of potential clients who may apply the split payment mechanism towards your company

• Estimation of organisational and financial costs related to the application of the split payment mechanism and identification of potential savings opportunities

• Identification of the optimal way of disposing of funds accumulated in the VAT account by an entrepreneur

• Estimation of the impact of the split payment mechanism on the company's liquidity
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